
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES REPLACEMENT VALUES? 

 

‘How much do we need to spend on a replacement gate system?’ It depends upon what 

you are trying to achieve, how long it should last and the appearance you are after? 

 

‘What do most people ask for?’ Most people only consider a replacement system when 

the original becomes more trouble that it is worth, locking them in or out of their 

property, or continuing to fail or misbehave. 

 

  
 

Sometimes people want it to look better, perform differently, work safer or function in 

alternative ways. Landscaping or access issues, as well as privacy, or convenience often 

cause owners to want a change. 

 

Systems also require amending when there is a fundamental change-of-use of the site or 

entrance. Local environmental or landscaping alterations can affect a system to a point 

that the original design, is no longer as good as it should be. 

 

So what are the likely costs? This will be dependent upon the amount of work and parts 

required, across each aspect of the system that requires alteration or replacement. Some 

changes can be limited to a couple of aspects and some will need numerous changes or a 

complete, start-again approach. 

 

  
 



What aspects need looking at? Typically and as with a complete new installation, they 

can be classified as; Design & Planning; Preparation, Civil, Building or Ground works; 

Plant, Tooling, Waste removal etc.; Power & Cabling, Ducting; Support structure, Gate, 

Furniture, Stops; Decoration; Operator & Controller; Command, Safety & Miscellaneous 

equipment; Communications and or Surveillance; Others including associated items or 

services, such as garage doors, lighting etc. 

 

  
 

Is that it? No there can be more, it is always site specific and often reliant upon optional 

extras, site conditions, and unforeseen issues (what is under the ground, or behind a wall 

etc.) Every project has unique features that require dealing with to achieve the best result. 

 

  
 

What would be a typical value? Subject to the type of system and the materials and parts 

used, values could vary from as little as a couple of pounds to more than tens of 

thousands. Three customer types, Domestic, Multi-user and Commercial / Industrial. 

Each would be a financial step above the other with the main types of system being 

Swing or Sliding, but others also popular. Also, health & safety requirements will add 

greatly to the original design, and subsequent installation costs. 

 

Every day owners invest more replacing their system than it originally cost! 
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